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Back and neck problems usually begin with 
an acute episode which heals quickly. 
However, much recent evidence indicates 
that these problems tend to reoccur, with 
gradually increasing pain and disability. 
Many studies have found that the best 
predictor of a new episode of back pain is a 
previous one.  It is now understood that back 
and neck pain are similar to asthma.  They 
are both chronic, intermittent problems that 
occur periodically over the course of a 
lifetime, rather that an acute disease that can 
be cured.  Like asthma back and neck 
problems must be managed and kept under 
control.  Two-thirds of people who have had 
back pain in the past are likely to have 
symptoms every year. There are more than 
100 million back pain sufferers a year in the 
United States. 

 

Here is an excellent model to understand how 
back and neck problems become chronic: 

Most back pain involves dysfunctions in joint structures, 
muscles, and/or nerves.  A good long term recovery will 
be best achieved by restoring proper function to the 
affected structures.  If tissues heal with poor function, 
symptoms can persist long after they heal.  Such areas 
may become chronic and at risk of reinjury.  
 
The back and neck are used every day.  If they are 
injured and function is not restored, they will get hurt 
again due to the repetitive stress they are exposed to in 
the course of everyday life. 
 
Exercise training is effective in preventing back and 
neck pain.  Proper exercise improves muscle 
strength, endurance, and motor control, enhancing 
the way muscles work together to stabilize the spine, 
protect it from injury, and decrease pressure on discs, 
joints, and ligaments.  One of the most critical muscles 
to enhance low back stability is the multifidus muscle 
(see picture).  Secondly, establishing good core 
strength will improve stability and support, which will 
help in long term recovery.  The core muscles surround 
the abdominal area (see picture). 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Instructions for Back Extensions: 
Exercise to control and strengthen multifidus muscles. 

1. Begin on knees with hands behind head and head & 
upper body is flexed over the ball (lumbar flexion). 

2. Lift head and upper body so that the lower back is 
parallel to the ground (lumbar neutral). Generally, 
hold this position for 10 seconds. 

3. Generally, perform 10 repetitions per day. 
 
 
 
 

Instructions for Abdominal Hollowing: 
Exercise to control and strengthen core muscles. 

1. Begin in a 4-point stance – kneeling on hands and 
knees. 

2. Suck belly in. Bring your belly button up toward your 
spine. Suck your stomach away from your belt. 

3. Hold your stomach in and continue to breathe for 
about 10 seconds. 

4. Relax your stomach and repeat approximately 10 
times per day. 

For advanced: Repeat the exercise and cross extend 1 arm 
and the opposite leg. 

 

The picture to the left visualizes the low back in a 
cross-sectional MRI of four patients. The 
circeled area is the Multifidus muscle (MF). Note 
the darkness of the tissue in the top left section 
and compare it to the whiteness of the MF in the 
bottom right picture. The “white” is fatty infiltration. 
When the body does not use a muscle it eventually 
turns it into fatty tissue. The patient on the bottom 
right has backpain and a lack of stability normally 
provided by the MF. Strengthening the MF will 
reduce the fatty tissue and will create more stability 
in the low back area. 
 

Joint dysfunctions in the spine and pelvis are part of the clinical 
picture, chiropractic care increases the benefits of exercises by 
restoring and maintaining proper movement and function, as well 
as, reducing pain and relaxing muscle spasm. 
 
Following are two strengthening exercises. Please discuss the 
appropriateness of the exercise, hold times, and repetitions with 
your doctor. In case your symptoms increase, stop the exercises 
and discuss your reaction with your doctor. 
 

Chiropractic Adjustments help relax muscle spasms: 

 

 


